A new method of the analysis of high energy jets is developed. This method is related 1:0 the study of the correlation of secondary shower tracks observed in the target diagram which introduces the Lorentz invariant quantity; the spectrum of "relative four-momentum between two secondary particles ". The experimental data on high energy jets in emulsion stacks and emulsion chambers (ECC) are analysed by using this method. Comparing the ,experimental results with the Monte Carlo calculations on the basis of the fire ball model, one can identify fire balls which could not be observed by the knowledge of log tan 0 plot -only. It is shown that results of a detailed analysis are quite consistent with the H-quantum hypothesis which insists on the existence of energy (or mass) quantum in the violent collision of high energies. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
It is now quite reliable to say that the multiple meson production occurs through the intermediate product called "fire ball "1) in the high energy collision ,exceeding around 1011 e V. Fire balls were studied through the strong correlation of secondary particles in the angular distribution of secondary shower ])articles, observed mainly in the log tan O-plot.
On the basis of detailed analysis of high energy jet showers, Hasegawa 2 ) proposed the hypothesis that there exists an energy (or mass) quantum called ., H-quantum". The mass of l-I-quantum was estimated as about twice the nucleon rest mass. *) In the course of justifying this hypothesis, several kinematical approaches of jet analysis have been developed on the. basis of the knowledge of the log tan O-plot.Using the approximate constancy of transverse momentum, Yokoi and Hasegawa obtained a Lorentz invariant formula about the longitudinal momentum transfer, Li/ j , between two groups of secondary mesons. The results of the analysis by this' formula revealed that the magnitude of Li jj is of the order of H-quantum rest mass. 4 ) Yajima and Hasegawa generalized this method and :proposed a new kinematical method for obtaining relevant physical quantities of *) Recent observation of extreme high energy nuclear interactions by means of large emulsion ~3hamber experiment at Mt. Chacaltaya by Japan-Brasil collaboration has shown the strong evidence {or the existence of this energy quantum. The mass of about thrice the nucleon rest mass was observed. 3 ) multiple meson production. 5 ) When one sees the target diagram of secondary shower particles of high energy jets, we often find strong correlations of shower particles which could not be observed only in the log tan 6-plot. These correlations observed in the target diagram seems to exceed fairly the simple fluctuation expected from the uniform azimuthal distribution of shower particles around the shower axis. We are able to consider that such a correlation is caused by the original character of high energy collision if one stands on the view of productions of the intermediate products, called fire ball. The order of magnitude of the average value of longitudinal four-momentum transfer between two groups of secondary mesons is about the nucleon rest mass, as was shown in reference 4). It is, therefore, quite natural to expect that the average transverse component of four-momentum transfer between fire balls is also about the same value as the order of magnitude .. These know ledge of transverse component should be obtained only through the study of target diagram of shower particles and could not be by the kinematical approaches developed so far which are based only on the knowledge of the log tan 6-plot.
One of the authors (T. Shibata) introduced a new Lorentz invariant quantity in order to study the correlations of shower particles in the target diagram; that is "relative four-momentum between two shower particles, ai~' for arbitrary i-th and j-th shower tracks. This quantity is the function of relative emission angle between two shower particles, @ij, as described in § 2. Therefore, if one considers the spectrum Fi (aiD of all secondary shower particles referring to an i-th track, the azimuthal correlations observed in target diagram with respect to the i-th track are all included through the relative angle, @ij, in a Lorentz invariant way. If one calculates this spectrum referring to every shower track, the detailed features of grouping existing in secondary particles become complete.
The grouping nature above mentioned is discussed on the basis of the fire ball model and compared with the ex.perimental results. § 2. Spectrum of relative four-momentum between two particles Let us consider the relative four-momentum, ai~' of the j-th track referring to the i-tho (We assume that all the secondary particles are pions.) From the definition of this Lorentz invariant quantity, we get (for E t , E/Z? /.1 and @ij<l)
Thus one can obtain
On the other hand, in the case of the ECC data, we know the energy in each produced nO-meson, then one obtains (2) The physical meaning of relative four-momentum between two particles can be understood as a quantity approximately proportional to the relative Lorentz factor of one particle to the rest system of another when r'> 1. In the case r::=:::::: 1, this quantity is approximately porportional to the square of relative velocity.*) § 3. Spectrum expected from fire hall Now let us proceed to study the spectrum of relative four-momentum on the basis of the fire ball model. i) If one assumes that a fire ball decays isotropically into pions with nearly equal momentum Po in the fire ball rest system, the differential spectrum of the IOi;1 is given by the following (see Appendix A), (3· a) or, In the integral form,
F(lo
Therefore, the lre2~r-spectrum is linear in the log-log plot and the slope is two.
(We should mention that, if one has one fire ball, the lo21-spectruIll should be the same independently of the choice of reference track.) ii) Next we shall consider two equal fire balls each of which moves (in op- (4·a)
In the above formula, F is normalized so as to give F (4 (Po + eoYr*2) = 1.
We show i~ Fig. 1 spectrum for the case Po = 400MeV/c.
A change in the numerical value of
Po causes approximately only a parallel shift of the curves along the abscissa. In Fig. 1 , we present. also the effect of asymmetry parameter Z, 1efined by § 4. Analysis of the experimental data In this paper, we analysed the data of ICEF,7) Krakow data (N,~<5)B) and ECC.
)
In the ICEF data, we selected only the events in which the log tan f)-plots re-calculated from the target diagrams were consistent with the original one. 172 emulsion stack data were analysed.
Let us present here some examples to show the characteristic results of this analysis described in § 2. In Figs. 2 a) '"'-"e), we present the events which show one-fire-ball type whichever track is chosen as the reference track. On the other hand, in Figs. 3 a) '"'-"e) we show the events in which group of mesons can further be sub-divided into two or more fire balls in a systematic manner when one chooses suitable reference tracks, although it would seem to represent an almost isotropic decay of single fire ball if one looked at the original log tan f)-plot only. This could be understood as the fact that such sub-groups, which we consider as fire balls, have received fairly large recoil momentum in the direction of the reference track, approximately, where the sub-grouping is the clearest. In other words, one can find clear-cut sub-groupings in the kicked direction of fire ball. In order to study whether or not such sub-grouping as observed in Figs. 3  a) f'Je) is expected by only the fluctuation from the decay of single fire ball, the probability is calculated using the Monte Carlo method as follows.*) First, a number of fire balls are made according to the following assumptions:
1) The fire ball moves with the Lorentz factor r = 10 and decays in isotropic way to secondary mesons with the definite multiplicity.
(The choice of the numerical value of r does not affect the analysis described below.)
2) The momentum distribution of secondary mesons in the rest frame of fire ball, f(p*)dp*, is assumed as the distribution, f(p*)dp*ocp*exp ( -p*/Po)dp* with Po=250MeV/c.
3) 4)
Multiplicity of secondary mesons, n, is taken for every case of 5<n<25.
400 fire balls are made in each case of the multiplicities mentioned above. After making 400 fire balls in each case, the spectrum F( v'To\}l) is calculated using the i-th track as reference. In this calculation, we use the constant transverse momentum PTe = 400 Me V / c) so as to make it similar to the analysis of emulsion stack data.
Next, let us consider the frequency spectrum of the ratio of relative four- When one looks at the sub-grouping as sho"\vn in Figs. 3 a) f'Je), as an example, one can estimate the probability that su~h J v'1J2I is caused from the fluctuation of the decay of single fire ball. As the criterion for sub-grouiJings of shower tracks, we consider that they belong to different fire balls when one finds the "Schnitt" with the probability smaller than 1/100 between neighbouring tracks in the 10g-v'I(fj~f plot. Furthermore, one should find such "Schnitt" consistently even when one changes reference tracks. Po-distribu tion (one fire-ball-32 events)
Figs. 9-1) and 2). Spectrum of average momentum, Po, of a pion in fire ball rest system for one-fire-ball events. (1) and (2) correspond to the cases of adopting a top and second track as reference one, respectively.
vfe2f-integral spectrum (1) (one-fire-ball 32 events)
After identifying the fire balls by the criterion described above, the distribution of the number of fire balls, N f , is presented in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 , we present the multiplicity distribution of secondary pions from a fire ball identified as above. The distribution is quite sharp and the mean value is 5.10 ± 0.26. In Fig. 7 , we show the multiplicity distribution for N f = 2 and N f >3 separately.
One sees that the distributions are quite similar to the two cases. The frequency of rc of the events we analysed is presented in can observe that the two-fire-ball emission and the emission of more than three fire balls start around rc:::::::5 and rc:::::::100J20, respectively, though the inaccuracy of determination of Lorentz factor of C_M.S., rc, is not negligible. These results are quite consistent with the H-quantum hypothesis proposed by the one of the authors (S.H.).
Next, let us pick out one-fire-ball events. The average momentum of the emitted pions, Po, in the rest system of a fire ball is given by (using Eq. (3· a)) Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/39/6/1487/1930195 by guest on 04 March 2019
In Figs. 9-1) and 2), we present the po-distribution when we adopt the top and the second as a reference track, respectively. The difference of the mean value < Po), in these two cases might be attributed to the effect of residual nucleon. In Figs. 10-1) and 2) , the corresponding superposed JTe21-spectrum of all one-fire-ball events are shown.
Next let us consider two-fire-ball events. After defining the two fire balls, A and~ B, we have the follO\ving relations from Eq. (4· a), Thus, r* is obtained as 2< JTa 2 1) B/ < JTg2T) A (In the case of asymmetric events; r* is to be replaced by J r }j(--·--r-;*). In Fig. 11 , we present the relation between r* and re determined from the Castagnoli method. One finds that r* is almost constant, independently of re. Figure 12 gives r* distribution and it shows a sharp peak at r*""'" 1.5 . The mean value is 2.02 ± 0.20. Figure 13 shows the superposed J lo2T/<po)~spectrum.
At last we treat the emulsion chamber data. In this paper, we select those events in which the number of observed nO-mesons are more than four, so that the interpretation is not so ambiguous. The total events satisfying these criteria are 8. We have superposed these JTe21-spectra and show this distribution in Fig. 14. This distribution fits remarkably well the JTe21-spectrum of single-fireball events (Figs. 10-1) and 2) ) in the emulsion stack data, and we can say that for these cases the emulsion chamber detect almost all the neutral pions produced by the decay of the fastest fire ball. We investigated the correlation of secondary particles by introducing the relative four-momentum Oi} and got several important physical quantities. These results revealed strongly the existence of H-quantum, and agreement between the .Jle2f-spectrum from the emulsion stack data and that from the emulsion chamber data (Figs. 10-1) and 2) and Fig. 14) showed that H-quantum plays an important role in multiple meson production in a wide energy region, 10 11 r-J 10 14 e V. As for the energy region of accelerator, r'-./ 10 10 e V, we are going to make a similar analysis. As extremely high energy events in the emulsion chamber data are now increasing, we shall also analyse these events in the succeeding paper. finally we get the distribution function as
